Potentials of Green Coding - Findings and Recommendations for Industry, Education and Science
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Abstract: Progressing digitalization and increasing demand and use of software cause rises in energy- and resource consumption from information and communication technologies (ICT). This raises the issue of sustainability in ICT, which increasingly includes the sustainability of the software products themselves and the art of creating sustainable software. To this end, we conducted an analysis to gather and present existing literature on three research questions relating to the production of ecologically sustainable software ('Green Coding') and to provide orientation for stakeholders approaching the subject. We compile the approaches to Green Coding and Green Software Engineering (GSE) that have been published since 2010. Furthermore, we considered ways to integrate the findings into existing industrial processes and higher education curricula to influence future development in an environmentally friendly way.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Sustainability, as relating to ICT, in general, and software development and engineering in particular, is a research field of growing interest [An22]. While sustainability considerations in ICT have focused on hardware for the longest time, software is the driver of hardware energy consumption [Gu17]. Additionally, it affects the hardware life-cycle, e.g. as ever more demanding software systems quickly outgrow older hardware [Wi95]. Access to models, methods, and tools for GSE is elementary to enable sustainable software production. Furthermore, it is essential to make future IT professionals and researchers aware of ICT’s sustainability aspects and equip them with the skills to consider them in their work adequately. Thus, in this literature analysis, we’d like to present available Green Coding practices and information on how educators can incorporate them into their teaching.

Sustainability is a complex topic that is commonly subdivided into dimensions or pillars. Within Green Coding, we focus on the environmental aspect of sustainability, dispensing with the other pillars, like ecological, social, and economic sustainability. Of course, these
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Research on sustainability in ICT is done under several terms, varied in definition and scope [CP17], e.g. Green IT/ICT, Green by IT/ICT, Sustainable Software, etc. The terms ‘Green IT’ and ‘Green By IT’ separate the field into two areas. In this regard, we designate ICT that aims to have a positive impact on sustainability in other areas (e.g. smart grids, building automation, environmental management information systems (EMIS) like life-cycle assessment software (LCA), etc.) as ‘Green By IT’, whereas ‘Green IT’ deals with making ICT itself more sustainable (e.g. follow-the-sun load shifting, backward compatible software, designing energy- and resource-efficient hardware, etc.). We consider ‘Green Coding’ as part of ‘Green IT’, concerned with the sustainability of the software itself, focusing on methods and tools that can be leveraged during development to impact software sustainability in all of its life-cycle phases (development, usage, and disposal phase).

2 Research Questions and Method

The search and analysis is divided into three research questions (RQ). For RQ1 "What concepts of programming software in an environmentally friendly way exist in general for software development?", Green Coding practices and tools outlined in the academic literature are gathered and presented. This should provide an overview to IT professionals approaching the topic of sustainable software development, aide them to navigate the field, and help them find Green Coding practices and tools applicable to their work. RQ2 "What concepts of environmentally friendly software engineering processes are already in place in the industry?" is intended to yield information on Green Coding practices used by software developers. We searched for case studies or white papers on implementing Green Coding practices, and their impact on software performance and sustainability metrics. Methods and tools from industry and community sources are also presented here. RQ3 "How can Green Coding concepts be implemented into the current software development processes and the curricula of existing study programs?" explores how Green Coding practices can be communicated to future IT professionals, to establish competence in using available tools and methods. To reduce the complexity of RQ3 and more precisely match the target audiences, RQ3 is divided into the following two sub-questions. RQ3-1 focuses on the software development process, pointing out established software development methods, models, processes, and tools. RQ3-2 focuses on curricula of existing study programs to generate knowledge about teaching approaches for future IT professionals. As most software developers have an academic background, this analysis focuses on implementing aspects of Green IT into curricula of higher education institutions, since over 75 % of software developers attended a college [St22].

The analysis bases on an exploratory literature search using known contributions as well as querying Google Scholar, Digital Bibliography & Library Project (dblp), and the university libraries of the Trier University of Applied Sciences and the Industrial Environmental...
Informatics Unit of the HTW Berlin – University of Applied Sciences for the terms ‘sustainable software development processes’, ‘sustainability as non-functional requirement’, and ‘development of curriculum’. We limited the results to literature published since 2010 and excluded papers referring to sustainability in a different context than defined above (i.e. not focusing on the environmental dimension of sustainability), as well as papers from non-computer science fields (e.g. results about green (building) code). This was decided based on the title, research area, and abstract. We had to exclude some literature that would likely have been applicable, due to access restrictions.

We selected the search strings for the RQs with the intention of acquiring literature summary sources (i.e. previous literature analysis or introductory texts), concrete measures and guidelines, and literature on implementations of green coding practices in software development and education. Keywords to identify case studies, models, best practices, guidelines, processes, and curricula were added to identify the state of the art in Green Coding. The search strings are available in the supplementary material repository.

3 Processed Sources and Findings

3.1 RQ1 - What concepts of programming software in an environmentally friendly way exist for software development in general?

Energy consumption at the hardware level is well-understood. However, the impact of software on energy consumption has only been regarded in the past decade and has gained more attention since about 2015. There are models for estimating or measuring the energy consumption of software, and tools based on these models that seem suitable to inform software developers about energy optimization potentials in their code such as [As21; Hi14; Hö13; Ka09; Kh22; Le15]. These exist for a range of technologies. Henderson et al. developed a framework to make the climate impacts of machine-learning research more visible [He20]. Furthermore, hardware-based power measurement tools like RAPL\(^4\) or nvidia-smi\(^5\) exist, that can be used to quickly assess the energy consumption of individual hardware components.

A common theme in many studies is that there rarely is an optimal solution concerning energy- and resource consumption [Pe17]. Some studies like [Ja16] compare hardware-based measurements with simultaneously obtained estimations and find that there are sometimes large (over 60% in this case) differences in the measurements vs. the estimations due to unexplained energy overheads. This demonstrates the complexity of software sustainability and highlights why IT professionals need to be able to assess which measures are suited for

\(^3\) https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7926569
\(^4\) https://01.org/blogs/2014/running-average-power-limit-%E2%80%93-rapl
a project. The steps required to improve upon a given piece of source code’s induced energy consumption are also not clear. Some work provides concrete hints [Hö14] or details where energy hot spots occur in the source code [No15; Ve18; Wa12].

Considering the underlying technologies, Kreten [Kr22] describes methods for energy-efficient container technologies. There is research on software sustainability along the product life-cycle: when designing the software architecture (e.g. [Ch19]), during development (e.g. [Hö14; Wa12]), and maintenance (e.g. [Bu17; Ma21; Sa16]). Most of these approaches rely on energy measurements and a broad conceptual basis, such as [Hi14; Ke13; Na11], who define models, process artifacts and evaluation methods for green software engineering processes, not including specific Green Coding methods such as coding guidelines or using specific architectures and technologies. Several studies focus explicitly on applications for mobile devices (e.g. [Ba22; Hi14; Sa16]), due to the impact of energy consumption on battery life, with Anwar et al. providing an overview of available tools for the development of green android apps [An21]. Advances have been made in the development and application of standards for sustainable software products and eco-labels [Ke18; Na21]. However, no sustainability standards applying explicitly to software development have been identified by standards organizations.

3.2 RQ2 - What concepts of environmentally friendly software engineering processes are already in place in the industry?

Few case studies on software sustainability practices in the industry are available. Calero et al. [Ga21] performed an in-depth analysis of software sustainability on a set of personal health record software products. They propose recommendations and measured their impact on software energy consumption. Heldal et al. [He23] identify a need for sustainability competency in IT professionals in the industry. Lammert et al. [La22] found that software engineers are usually not equipped with the training and tools to fulfill this need. In addition to scientific papers, industry and developer communities have also produced methods and tools for sustainable software engineering, some of which are not (yet) published. These often build on the software measurement approaches mentioned in RQ1.

In addition to the blue angel for software products and the criteria developed in [Ke18] and the proposed measurement setups using external power meters like [Ju22], internal loggers (like the aforementioned RAPL and nvidia-smi or eBPF6) in combination with resource loggers can be useful to assess the impacts of a software product under development. Here, it is necessary to access the data provided by the hardware drivers. Exemplary tools are the Green Metrics Tool7, Code Carbon8 Hubblo RAPL exporter9 and Scaphandre10.

6 https://ebpf.io/ [2023-04-28]
7 https://github.com/green-coding-berlin/ [2023-05-09]
8 https://github.com/mlco2/codecarbon [2023-05-10]
9 https://github.com/hubblo-org/windows-rapl-driver [2023-05-09]
10 https://github.com/hubblo-org/scaphandre [2023-05-09]
Many available guidelines and best-practice recommendations are in the form of blog posts or lists from developer communities, consulting firms and businesses\textsuperscript{11}. Regardless of the correctness of the information contained in this content, they often do not provide sources for their recommendations.

3.3 **RQ3-1 How can Green Coding concepts be implemented into the current software development processes?**

Heldal et. al. [He23] identify that several factors motivate organizations to act sustainably, primarily beneficial effects on their business. We identified the following approaches to implementing the findings into the software development process: In addition to the cost savings from more efficient hardware and energy use, the reduction of direct and indirect environmental impacts must be incentivized, e.g. through environmental guidelines and environmental regulations. Ultimately, environmental seals, labels, and awards can provide a competitive advantage. For example, an eco-label is a clear advantage for public procurement in Germany, as it can be part of the specification for a product [Sc22]. However, even without regulations, it can be assumed that a green impact will benefit from transparency.

Additionally, we considered where the knowledge could be implemented in companies, leading to the question of how the knowledge is transferred to the corresponding destinations. In this context, training and education are fundamental anchor points for transfer and implementation [Sa21]. The conceptual and technical basics of Green Coding or Green IT, in general, should be conveyed. Training courses and workshops must bring this knowledge into the companies. These training courses can be given or initiated externally by consultants and governmental actors. However, they can also be quickly and widely disseminated, e.g. through e-learning platforms.

For integrating the fundamentals of Green Coding into the software development process, reference models, like the Greensoft Model [Di13], describe ways to implement them into software development processes like Scrum [Na11]. Investing in (the development of) tools and frameworks for implementing more energy-saving code or adapting the software development process is indispensable to implement the path most effectively. Only by making the consumption transparent for developers, improvements are possible.

3.4 **RQ3-2 How can Green Coding concepts be implemented into the curricula of existing study programs?**

To answer this question and develop recommendations, our first step was to research existing courses and programs of universities and institutes of higher education. However, the

search was more challenging than it initially seemed. Most universities have printed the specializations of the study subjects in module handbooks or make the course information with their disciplines available only after an account has been created in an application management system. This influenced our search, which we mainly conducted via online media limited to English publications and announcements. In addition to sources from cooperating universities, we consulted job platforms such as LinkedIn\footnote{https://www.linkedin.com/} and institutions known in the Green Coding community. Currently, courses designed for GSE or Green Coding are mainly available in Europe. Table 1 lists the universities and universities of applied sciences in Europe and the US, which we found that teach related courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>School</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>University of Bristol</td>
<td>England</td>
<td>LUT University</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasso Plattner Institut (HPI)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>HTW Berlin</td>
<td>Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umwelt-Campus Birkenfeld (UCB)</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Amsterdam School of Data Science</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELFT University of Technology</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Kharkiv Aviation Institute*</td>
<td>Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Mälardalen University</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Gothenburg</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of California Berkeley</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*current status unknown

Tab. 1: Universities teaching Green Coding and GSE

To be able to give recommendations for the implementation of Green Coding and GSE, in addition to the search terms listed in the supplementary material, search terms for the creation of curricula are added to the queries.

For future curricula, Drake and Reid [DR18] propose to, on the one hand, teach the big picture of a topic and, on the other hand, the main competencies. To convey this knowledge, technical, practical, and participatory interests should be addressed [FB06]. Mishra and Mishra [MM21] describe how a sustainable software engineering curriculum based on ACM/IEEE could be created. Since it is challenging to design entire curricula such as PERCCOM [Ko19], the first step should be to develop individual courses, workshops, discussion groups [MM11] or university initiatives like in the HAW Hamburg [Ei23]. This can be followed by a module like 'Software Engineering Sustainability', introduced at the Kharkiv Aviation Institute [TV19]. To identify the right target group for these modules, it should be attended by various similar courses because interdisciplinary knowledge is more important than ever in current times [Ra18]. To implement the new knowledge, the Industrial Environmental Informatics Unit at HTW Berlin developed and evaluated a prototypical course that includes the listed points to identify best practices and obstacles, conducted in the winter semester of 2022/23. As a part and also a by-product of the course and the measurement setup [Ju22] used for this purpose, the acquired knowledge was already passed on to students and colleagues. Thus, publications on the latest statistical analysis applications [Se23] and also concerning current AI environments in education [Bu23]. The contents and modalities are currently being published in [Ju23].
4 Conclusion and Outlook

In this literature analysis, we collected results to classify the state of the art of Green Coding in software engineering and education. The goals were to enable stakeholders to realize the potential of Green Coding, whether well-researched or untapped, to provide them with a solid introduction to the field and possible approaches for their activities.

A decade ago, the area of Sustainable Software Engineering was still in its infancy, as evidenced by a lack of case studies and evaluations [Pe14]. Today, we conclude that research in the field is steadily increasing and has made significant progress. Several measurement and evaluation systems for assessing software’s energy- and resource consumption and -efficiency were developed. However, the low adoption rate of GSE methods still stands, as we could identify only a few case studies. Implementing aspects of sustainability, such as Green Coding techniques, into the training of future IT professionals is a crucial step to bringing sustainability into view for software producers while providing them with a workforce capable of implementing sustainability into their development process. Future work could be done by extracting practices contained in non-academic sources and finding academic papers supporting their impact on sustainability or attempting to prove some of the recommendations experimentally by applying them to a software product and tracking the impact of each recommendation. Surveys and expert interviews should be conducted to get a better overview of green coding in institutes of higher education and industry, as curricula may not be up-to-date and corporations do not always publish the results of their projects.

A logical consequence of this project is that this knowledge is listed and communicated in a way that is as easy to understand as possible. Besides already existing courses, like the course from the green software foundation 13, it is essential that these concepts are scientifically validated and distributed. Since the expertise in imparting knowledge lies with the institutes of higher education, the design for the course concept to impart this knowledge and practice needs to be expanded. Furthermore, we are currently extending the GSE approach to Artificial Intelligence and also planning to focus a case study about the conception of a prototype measurement approach to fully virtualized AI laboratories.
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